there, and furthermore they could positively guarantee me
an air-raid the next day. But I said I thought Pd better
be getting along to Helsinki just the same, and that in any
case Pd probably have all I wanted of air-raids before I was
through. And so, soon afterwards, we got a car and drove
to the station. When I say drove I should say crawled, I
think It was the slowest drive Pve ever known, First of all,
the black-out was the blackest I have ever been in; added
to which the lights of the car were microscopic, and it is
practically Impossible to see other cars because they are
almost all painted white for camouflage and are practically
invisible against the snow. However we did get to the
station eventually.
The train from Turku to Helsinki always travels after
dark nowadays, because in daylight there Is always the
danger of bombing and even more of machine-gunning
from the air, I expected to find It very crowded, but sur-
prisingly enough It was comparatively empty 5 and I got a
whole compartment to myself.
Soon after we started I found that the American doctor
who had travelled over In the plane with me from Stock-
holm—he's over here for the Red Cross—was also on the
train, and he told me that he had been having his first look
at a Finnish hospital at Turku, He told me he was very
Impressed not only with the hospital itself but in the way
it was run. It w^s a fine big hospital, he said, and he
added that 150 wounded Finnish soldiers had been brought
in that day. They were mostly shrapnel and splinter cases,
and apart from their wounds were In remarkably good
health and very cheerful.
The train was quite well lighted inside, and after a while
we went along to the restaurant car, where the lights were
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